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The participants will obtain an overview of the current debate in Performance
Design & Scenography Studies - with special focus on a. digital scenography /
hybrid spaces, b. eco-scenography, c. shared spaces / social dimensions of
scenography, participatory design. Methods of research, working with scientific
literature, as well as analytical thinking and one's own (linguistic) expression will
also be trained. Moreover, the participants will be invited to reflect on their own
artistic practice in the context of the theoretical discourse that has been developed.

Inhalte

Contemporary scenography appears – in and beyond the theatre – in many guises:
the spectrum ranges from stage sets, performance design and ‘environmental
scenography’ through exhibition design, film and media scenography to urban
design and staged commercial events. Starting from this observation, the seminar
discusses scenography as an interdisciplinary arts phenomenon: In its diversity of
forms, it emerges primarily not as a visual art but rather as a spatial art, in which
media, objects and scenographic constel-lations do not figure as a backdrop or
décor, rather they are actors and ‘non-human agents’ (Latour) within performative
processes. It is in this way that scenographic practices shape our spatial
experience and perception. With regard to this, since around the millennium a very
lively debate commenced, especially in the anglophone theatre & performance
studies. Numerous publications appeared, discussing the remarkably diverse
object described as ‘contemporary scenography’ (cf. Howard [2002] 2019,
McKinney/ Palmer 2017, Hann 2019, Aronson 2019, Wiens [2019] 2021). The
seminar will provide an introduction into this research discussion.
In more recent debates, three major trends can be seen: a. an increased
'digitalision thrust' that theatre makers, scenographers, and audiences are
experiencing under the current (post-)pandemic conditions: Experimenting with
digital performance, virtual spaces, gaming, AI, and remote interaction, with VR,
AR, and XR, performances in 'extended co-presence space' (dislocated, but
connected via media in real time), or with immersive installations located in real
space. These experiments offer, again, opportu-nities to rethink space – not as a
'replacement’, but as an extension of hitherto customary spatial formations of
theatre (historically seen, they are not without precursors, cf. Wiens 2014, O'Dwyer
2021). b. Another aspect, different but related, concerns the 'ecology of the arts'
and the ‘ecological footprint’ that scenography causes with material and re-source
consumption as well as the amount of travelling and domestic and/or internatio-nal
touring that occurs with each theatre and performance piece. (cf. Handley 2021,
Beer 2022). c. The third aspect is based on the thesis that perhaps the proper core
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task of scenography, as an art, is to actually design 'shared spaces’, which always
include both aesthetic and social dimensions (Lotker 2015); this is now linked quite
strongly with the questions regarding diversity, participation, democratic
participation, and decolonising perspectives on European theatre in its relationship
to and with other cultures. After a general introduction into the current debate, the
seminar will esp. focus on these aspects.
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Bemerkung

PD Dr. phil. habil. Birgit Wiens is a researcher and senior lecturer at the LMU
Munich, Institute of Theatre Studies. She is a member of the FIRT/IFTR
(International Federation for Theatre Research) and has published widely on
acting and performance theory, dramaturgy and scenography, including her books
Theater ohne Fluchtpunkt/Theatre without Vanishing Points. The Legacy of
Adolphe Appia, ed. with G. Brandstetter (2010), Intermediale Scenographie
(Intermedial Scenography, 2014) and Contemporary Scenography: Practices and
Aesthetics in German Theatre, Arts and Design (ed., 2019, Paperback 2021).
Currently, she is preparing a DH research project on German theatre history and
scenography in the first half of the 20st century (Zeit-Bilder: Raum- und
Bühnenbildentwürfe (1918-1968), im Spannungsfeld deutscher (Theater-)Geschichte
und politischer Systemwechsel, with Peter W. Marx, University of Cologne).
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